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In the North Sea between Bergen and Måløy two reflectors assumed to represent

a

Mid-Pliocene erosion

surface (level A) and base Quaternary (level B) have been mapped on shallow seismic records. Level A is
a marked angular unconformity and divides westerly to northwesterly dipping beds of Jurassic to Early
Pliocene age from more horizontal beds of supposed Late Pliocene and Quaternary age. The Late
Pliocene deposits comprise a partly gas-charged basal sand underlying more fine-grained sediments in the
Norwegian Trench area, erosional remnants of fluvial deltas along the Norwegian coast, and foreset
deposits in the north west. The thickness of Quaternary deposits exceeds 200 m along the eastern edge of
the North Sea Plateau and

300

m in the northwest. In the central Norwegian Trench area it varies

between 25 and 100 m, and along the coast it is more variable. The formation of the Norwegian Trench
between 60"30'N and 62°N seems to have been initiated by tectonic movements combined with fluvial
erosion in Pliocene time. During the Quaternary period glacial processes have modified and accentuated
the channel-like morphology.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe the

the crystalline bedrock (basement) from main

bedrock geology and Quaternary thickness in the

land Norway.

northern part of the Norwegian sector in the
North Sea (Fig.

1).

The geological development

in the area is discussed with emphasis on the
Pliocene history and the formation of the Norwe
gian Trench. A more detailed Quaternary strati
graphy for the area is given in other papers (Ro
koengen et al.

1982,

Rise & Rokoengen in

prep.).
The study area comprises about

25,000 km2•

It

can be topographically divided into five parts
(Fig.

l)

2)

1):

The northern North Sea contains several im
portant oil and gas fields, and the deeper geo
logical structures have been extensively studied
during the last decades (Rønnevik et al.

1975,
1977, Lilleng 1980, Hamar et al. 1980,
al. 1981 etc.). The investigations have re

Egeberg
Day et

vealed a rather complex history with blockfault
ing and sedimentation in several cycles (Ziegler

1981, 1982).
The Norwegian Trench is the dominant mor
phological feature in the study area. It can be

A western plateau (The North Sea Plateau)

followed towards south and southeast along the

with water depths between about

100 and 150

coast to Skagerrak between Denmark and Nor

m, increasing northwards.

way where its depth exceeds

The Western Slope of the Norwegian Trench

the Norwegian Trench has been a subject for

with water depth increasing to more than

much discussion. Nansen

300

700 m. The origin of

(1904)

proposed that

the channel was the result of subaerial and glacial

m.
The central bottom part of the Norwegian

erosion. Holtedahl

Trench with water depths between

and

uted the formation primarily to tectonism, while

400 m, increasing northwards.

Shepard

4)

A plateau in northeast (The Måløy Plateau)

glacial erosion. This view was supported by Sel

5)

The area along the Norwegian coast with ir

3)

with water depth less than

300

200m.

regular topography forming the extension of

(1929, 1956), however, attrib

(1931, 1963)

levoll & Sundvor

stressed the importance of

(1974)

based on interpretation

of seismic and magnetic profiling.
In the overdeepened Skagerrak area the gla-
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Location map showing bathymetry, sparker profile grid and exploration wells in the northern North Sea. The location of

sections in later figures are indicated.

cial erosion is obvious, and this formation has

conditions and narrower filter settings in rough

often been extended to the rest of the Norwegian

weather. Bad weather conditions made the tech

Trench. The study area for the present paper

nical quality of the records poor on some of the

(60"30'N-62°N) is dose to the mouth of the Nor

lines.

wegian Trench, with a topography quite different
from the Skagerrak area (Fig. 1).

This study is primarily based on these seismic
data, the interpretation of which follows the
same lines as further north on the Norwegian
Continental Shelf (Bugge et al.

1976,

1978,

Bugge 1980, Gunleiksrud & Rokoengen 1980,

Data background and rnain
sedirnentological units

Rokoengen 1980 etc.). In addition, several com

The Continental Shelf Institute (IKU) carried

down to 1000 m depth were made available

posite logs with biostratigraphical information
·

out seismic profiling surveys in the northern

through a study of shallow gas in the northern

North Sea in 1975, 1976, 1977 and 1979, making

North Sea in cooperation with the Norwegian

a regional grid with E-W profiles at a spacing of

Petroleum Directorate (Rokoengen & Rønnings

10 km and cross profiles parallel to the coast

land 1982).

every 25 km (Fig. 1). An EG & G analog sparker

The sediments have been divided into main

system was used, mainly at 1000 Joules energy

units by reflectors representing unconformities of

and 50-500 Hz band pass filter in good weather

regional importance. Three E-W cross-sections
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Fig. 3. Schematic W-E section at 6t•tO'N (Legend- see Fig. 2).

Fig. 4. Schematic W-E section at 60"45'N.

Level B is also mostly an erosional unconfor

are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, and a N-S section
in Fig. 5. The two main reflectors designated

mity. It is very persistent and seems to be the

through most of the study area. Level A is a

cene boundary (base Quatemary ) as defined

level A and B respectively have been mapped
prominent angular unconformity separating un
derlying beds with a westerly to

a

northwesterly

dip from overlying subhorizontal layers, as illus
trated in Figs.

2-5.

This level will be discussed in

more detail in the following sections. A Mid

Pliocene age, which seems most in accordance

with the biostratigraphical results, is suggested

for its formation.

seismic level that best fits the Pliocene/Pleisto

from biostratigraphical analysis.

The two levels A and B divide the sediments

into three main units that will be further dis
cussed below:

l)

The Jurassic to Early Pliocene bedrock below

2)

Late Pliocene sediments between level A and

3)

Quatemary sediments above level B.

level A.

B.
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Fig. 5. Schematic N-S section at 2"E (Location - see Fig. l. Legend - see Fig. 2).

Mesozoic to Early Pliocene
sediments below level A
The areas with crystalline basement rocks dose
to the Norwegian coast and those of sedimentary
rocks to the west are topographically very differ
ent (Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 6). In the basement area a
very rough topography is observed compared to
the smoother features to the west. It is possible,
however, that local basins or parts of earlier
sediment transport systems are preserved in the
areas of crystalline rocks.
The crystalline rocks are believed to mainly
represent the westward continuation of the bed
rock in western Norway. On land their age varies
from Precambrian to Devonian with great vari
ations in lithology and metamorphic grade.
Along this part of the coast a N-S fracturing is
evident from Landsat studies (Gabrielsen &
Ramberg 1979). Coast-parallel Mesozoic dykes
have also been described from the coastal areas
(Færseth et al. 1976). It is therefore possible that
younger intrusives may be present in the sub
merged crystalline area.
The interpretation of the boundary between
sedimentary and crystalline rocks is, in addition
to topography, based on layering in the sedimen
tary rocks. If sediments without visible seismic
reflectors are overlying the crystalline rocks they
may, therefore, have been included in the base
ment area.
Outside the basement area, information from
deep seismic interpretation and wells suggests
that the age of the sediments subcropping to
wards the Mid-Pliocene level A vary from Juras
sic to Early Pliocene (Fig. 6). The sediments dip
mainly in a westerly to northwesterly direction
with a corresponding decreasing age towards the
west. The suggested ages for these bedrock units
have been made in cooperation with Hans
Rønnevik of the Norwegian Petroleum Director
ate and is partly based on published data
(Rønnevik et al. 1975, Egeberg 1977, Lilleng
1980, Hamar et al. 1980, Day et al. 1981).

Jurassic

The supposed Jurassic sediments show a well
developed, more or less parallel, layering (Fig.
7). They have been subject to considerable de
formation with {olding and faulting, and have a
variable dip.
They are found subcropping towards the main
angular unconformity (level A) or base Quater
nary (level B) in the southeastern part of the
study area. North of 61°N they are overlain by
younger Mesozoic sedimentary rocks (Fig. 6).
Cretaceous

Cretaceous sediments sub-crop beneath level A
as a N-S extending zone (Fig. 6). In the south
they are bounded eastwards by predicted Jurassic
sediments (Fig. 4), and north of 61°N by crystal
line rocks (Fig. 3). A transparent character with
few internal reflectors is typical for this unit,
indicating more homogeneous deposits. The
Quaternary overburden is also partly thicker
than in the Jurassic rocks, which makes the inter
pretation more difficult. The dips, predominant
ly westwards, show a slight northerly component
in the northernmost areas.
Paleocene

The assumed Paleocene deposits with westward
dip can be traced north to about 61°30'N (Fig. 6)
where the control on shallow seismic (sparker)
records is lost due to thick overburden and multi
ples on the Måløy Plateau (Fig. 2). No promi
nent internal reflectors are seen, indicating a
relatively homogeneous unit lithologically. The
top of the unit is put at a characteristic slightly
undulating reflector probably following the 'tuff
marker' that has been traced on deep seismic
records in most of the North Sea area (Lilleng
1980, Day et al. 1981).
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Fig. 6. Bedrock geology. The symbols for Basement, Jurassic, Early and Late Pliocene denote the rockhead subcropping below
Quaternary sediments. The Jetters J-M with broken border lines show the subcropping westerly dipping units below the Mid
Piiocene unconformity (leve) A).

Eocene

The seismic appearance of the suggested Eocene
sediments is similar to the underlying Paleocene
sequence with a transparent character and no
marked intemal reflectors observed. The top of
Eocene sediments is defined by a supposed Oli
gocene reflector in south and by the supposed
base Miocene unconformity in the north (Figs. 3,
4 and 6).
Oligocene

Oligocene sediments are found subcropping on
the A-level up to about 61°30'N, but are overlain
by assumed Miocene sediments further north
(Fig. 6). A decrease in dip makes a rather dis
tinet wedge that can be followed from profile to
profile (Fig. 8).

The rather structureless character of the older
Tertiary sediments is believed to be due to depo
sition in a relatively deep and quiet environment,
resulting in fine-grained, homogeneous sedi
ments.
Miocene to Early Pliocene

The Miocene to Early Pliocene sediments are
characterized by relatively abundant strong re
flectors (Fig. 8) indicating a hetter developed
stratification than in the older Lower Tertiary
sediments. The supposed base Miocene is often
seen as a marked unconformity on older sedi
ments (Fig. 8).
The abundant reflectors, combined with less
overburden, make it possible to describe the in
tema! seismic structures in more detail. On the
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Fig. 7. Sparker profile section showing the border between structureless basement and layered supposed Jurassic sediments. The
sharp change in dip from east to west in the Jurassic is probably fault controlled. Note also the erosional character of the A and B
levels (Location - see Fig. l).

seismic records from the central Norwegian
Trench area, two sets of reflectors may be distin
guished, one relatively strong and shallow dip
ping, one more steeply dipping (Fig. 8). The lat
ter terminates towards the former, which appears
as topset beds in well-defined foreset units. The
top reflector of a later unit is seen to extend
above the previously formed unit situated to the
east. The top reflectors terminate against the
main unconformity A or a merging AIB level.
This resembles prograding structures, assuming
the steeply dipping reflectors to correspond to
foreset layers, while the gently dipping reflectors
represent erosional levels. The sediments built
out are, therefore, consideJ;"ed to represent a pro
gradation from the eastern margin of the Terti
ary basin. With the profile spacing used, it is very
difficult to assess the precise position of top Mio
cene. This level (Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 6), also indicat
ed from deep seismic lines, must therefore be
regarded as tentative only. While the Miocene
sediments have a westerly dip, however, the as
sumed Early Pliocene sediments seem to show a
gradual change in dip to a northwesterly direc
tion towards the west and northwest of the
trench area.
Although no thicknesses for the units can be
inferred in the more central parts of the basin
from our data, it is interesting to note the very
extensive progradation that seems to have hap
.
pened in Early Pliocene time. This suggests a
plentiful supply of fluvial material from mainland
Norway during this period. On this basis the

supposed Miocene to Early Pliocene prograding
sequences are thought to represent a fluvial del
taic depositional environment.
The lithology in the Miocene to Early Pliocene
deposits is, according to Rokoengen &
Rønningsland (1982), clay interbedded with
more or less sandy layers. Occasionally shell
fragments and lignite are recorded.

The Mid-Pliocene angular
unconformity, level A

This level is a very prominent reflector separat
ing the underlying beds with westerly dip from
the overlying more horizontally layered beds
(Figs. 2-5). The depth from present sea level is
shown in Fig. 9. Both in water and sediments
1500 m/sec have been used as sound velocity. In
most of the sediments between the sea bed and
the level A, the sound velocity is between 1500
and 2000 m/sec (Rokoengen & Rønningsland
1982). The velocity used is thus too low for some
of the sediments present, and this causes level A
to be shown at a more shallow depth than it
actually is. Nevertheless the main trend of the
level is apparent.
In the central parts of the Norwegian Trench,
the depth to the A-level increases northwards
from about 475 m at 60°30'N to 525 m at
61°30'N.
The_ level shows an eastwards dip and is deep
est dose to the crystalline basement. Along the

Shallow bedrock geology
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Fig. 8. Sparker profile section with interpretation sketch showing supposed Eocene (E), Oligocene (O) and Miocene (M)
sediments below the A-Ievel. Note the change from rather structureless Eocene/Oiigocene sediments to well developed layering in
the Miocene and the nearly horizontal layers between leve) A and B. The Quaternary sediments above the B level in the west are
dominated by well layered soft elay overlying a thin morainic unit. Towards the east the clay pinches out and an erosional remnant
of another morainic unit is present.

coast, especially north of 60°45'N, a channel-like
depression reaching depths of 600 m is observed
(Fig. 3). On the Måløy Plateau the A-leve! is
masked by the multiples on the analog shallow
seismic profiles (Fig. 2).
Along the western slope of the Norwegian
Trench, the depth decreases to less than 325 m
7-

Geologisk Tidsskr.

2-3/83

and partly coincides with leve! B. On the North
Sea Plateau area the A-leve! is below the multi
ple (Figs. 3, 4 and 5).
In the northwest the surface dips rapidly in a
northwesterly direction (Figs. 5 and 9). This we
consider to represent the continental slope at
that time.
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Fig. 9. Depth to the A-leve! from present sea leve!. 25 m contour interval. 1500 rnlsec seismic velocity is applied in both water and

sediments.

The angular unconformity, leve) A, has earli
er been suggested to represent the base Quater
nary, formed by glacial erosion (Sellevoll &
Sundvor 1974). From the Måløy Plateau it is,
however, proved that Pliocene sediments are
found above the A-leve! (Myrland et al. 1981,
Rokoengen 1980}. Along the western slope of
the Norwegian Trench Pliocene sediments are
found below the A-level. A Mid-Pliocene age
may, therefore, be suggested for the formation
of the very marked angular unconformity.
Another important question is which processes
were active during the formation of the level. As
shown in Fig. 9, the level has a rather regular
appearance dipping from the western slope of
the trench towards the Norwegian coast. No
overdeepened troughs of probable glacial origin
are found, and the well-layered deposits above
the A-level do not resemble morainic deposits
such as those found further to the north (and

above the B-level). A glacial origin for the A
leve!, as previously suggested, thus seems to find
no support in the present data.
The trend of the A-level in an E-W direction
(Figs. 2-5 and 9) deepening towards the base
ment area suggests that differential subsidence
has influenced the overall morphology of the
surface. In the Late Pliocene sediments no fault
structures have, however, been observed on the
sparker records, but the border towards base
ment is very steep north of 61oN and may be fault
controlled.
Assuming that the A-level in the central areas
originally approximated a uniformly horizontal
surface, a relatively high subsidence towards the
basement area is inferred. Furthermore a slight
structural high can be seen west of 3oE with a
north-northwesterly trend. This feature has re
sulted in the minimum area of Late Pliocene
sediments above the A-leve! in the western slope

NORSK GEOLOGISK TIDSSKRIFT 2-3 (1983)
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Thickness of Late Pliocene sediments in millisec two-way travel time. No measurements on the North Sea Plateau and the

Måløy Plateau due to multiples.

(Fig. 9). In this area the A and B levels coincide.
Structural movements with relative uplift and
subsidence with a N-S trend seem thus to have
been active after the formation of the A-Ievel.
As the overlying beds smooth out the topo
graphical depressions of the A-level, the mor
phology must have been largely established be
fore the deposition of these younger beds. Along
the coast channel-like depressions can be seen on
the seismic records. They are indicated on Fig. 9
and are deepening north of about 60°50'N. Here
they seem to have cut down to about 600 m below
present sea level. Fluvial erosion seems to us the
most probable explanation for these channel-like
features and the A-level as a whole. This will,
however, indicate a relative sea level some 600 m
below the present one along the Norwegian coast
between 61 °N and 62°N. Marine erosion must
also have been active both during the falling and
rising relative sea level.

We thus conclude that the A-level has been
formed by fluvial and marine erosion, combined
with differential structural subsidence along the
coast. From the channel-like morphology of the
surface along the Norwegian coast, this depres
sion is considered as a precursor to the present
Norwegian Trench.

Late Pliocene sediments above the
main unconformity, level A
The base of the Late Pliocene unit is tentatively
taken as level A (Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5), and the top
is suggested to be the level B. This level, as will
be discussed later, seems largely to represent a
glacial erosional surface. From the fact that we
have found no indications of glacial activity be
low the level B together with biostratigraphical
evidence (Rokoengen & Rønningsland 1982},
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Fig. 11. Sparker profile section showing a strong reflector with varying intensity 20-30 m above the A reflector. It probably
represents a gas charged sand. Note also gas blankmg at the eastern part of the section (Location- see Fig. 1).

the level B is assumed to approximate the base of
Quaternary sediments.
The Late Pliocene sediments are thus confined
between two erosionaf surfaces, and this greatly
influences their thickness (Fig. 10).
South of 60°45'N assumed Late Pliocene sedi
ments are absent towards the basement area.
Further north, especially north of 61°10'N, the
thickness of supposed Late Pliocene deposits
along the basement border increases rapidly to
more than 300 m.
In the central parts of the Trench, the thick
ness varies between 125 m and 175 m. In the
northwest the thickness increases rapidly to more
than 200 m. Towards the western slope of the
Norwegian Trench the thickness decreases, and
the unit is lacking in a zone south of 61°30'N. In
the upper part of the slope and on the plateau
further south the unit may continue as a relative
ly thin layer.
The Late Pliocene sediments can be divided
into several sub units based on seisrnic interpre
tation and well information:
l) A basal sand layer.
2) Subhorizontally layered sediments in the cen
tral Norwegian Trench and Måløy plateau
areas.
3) Foreset units along the Norwegian coast, de
posited simultaneously with, and grading into
the sub-unit 2 sediments.
4) Foreset deposits in the northwestern Trench
area, suggested to represent the youngest se
quence of Late Pliocene age.

The basal sand unit

Subparallel to and above the angular unconfor
rnity another reflector is often seen (Fig. 11).
The thickness of the unit defined between the
two reflectors varies from less than the resolution
of the sparker record (about 10 m) to several tens
of metres. We interpret this unit as a basal sand
formed by combined fluvial and marine erosion
and deposition. The presence of such a sand unit
�as been proved in several exploration wells, but
m some cases it is interbedded with more fine
grained layers (Rokoengen & Rønningsland
1982).
The top of the unit is often marked by a very
strong reflector of varying intensity (Fig. 11). As
the sand layer can form a good reservoir for
migrating hydrocarbons, the strong reflectors are
believed to be caused by accumulations of shal
low gas. Dark 'clouds' or gas blanking are also
evident on records from some areas (Fig. 11).
The layered sediments in the central
Norwegian Trench and Måløy Plateau areas

Above the basal sand unit the Late Pliocene
deposits in the Trench area and on the Måløy
Plateau have well developed layering (Figs. 2, 3,
4, 7, 8 and 11). The individual layers can be
followed over large areas, and the layers show a
gradual infilling of the older depression or
trench,
Generally, this unit is considered as being de-

Shallow bedrock geology
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Sparker profile with interpretation sketch showing basement and Late Pliocene deltaic sequences off Måløy.

posited mainly in a low energy environment be

only remnants are preserved. On the Måløy pla

low wave base, and is predominantly clay. The

teau, however, supposed deltaic Late Pliocene

well

developed

layering,

however,

indicates

sediments are found (Fig.

2).

On some profiles

sandy layers. Individual layers can be traced to

more details can be recognized, and Fig.

wards the Norwegian coast, where they grade

shows two well developed foreset units. This del

into westwards dipping deltaic sediments.

taic deposition along the coast is believed to

12

represent the eastwards continuation of the lay

The deltaic foreset units along the coast

ered sequence in the Norwegian Trench (Figs.

2,

3 and 4). The orientation shows a transport di

Most of these units have been removed by the

rection towards west and northwest. The deltaic

later glacial erosion, and south of about 61°30'N

sequences suggest relatively high sedimentation
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62"

Schematic N-S sectioil showing development of Late Pliocene and Early Pleistocene sediments at the mouth of the

Norwegian Trench (Location - see Fig. l).

along the coast. In comparison it seems that the
sedimentation rate in the Western Slope area has
been very low in Late Pliocene time.
The two deltaic units shown on Fig. 12 indicate
relative subsidence after deposition of the oldest,
but no faulting is seen in the Late Pliocene sedi
ments. The border towards basement is, howev
er, steep and may be fault controlled.

Foreset deposits in the north western Trench
area
These deposits, situated in the northwestern
area, are interpreted to be younger than the
formation of the main unconformity. They are
characterized by foreset layers in a prograding
system. The structures ( see Figs. 5 and 13) show
a predominantly northwesterly dip. Due to insuf
ficient and variable quality data, the stratigraphic
position of these deposits relative to the subhori
zontally layered sediments to the south and east
has been problematic. Though no direct relation
ship between the subhorizontal sediments and
the foreset layers has been seen, some sugges
tions may be made. Progradation in the north
western parts may have occurred parallel to a
regression and the formation of the A-leve!, but
we have not succeeded in documenting this from
our data. On the other hand, the progradation
may have occurred after deposition of the well
layered sediments of this formation. Though
higher age for the foreset unit also could be a
possibility, this would be a reasonable explana
tion only if these foreset sediments also repre
sented a sequence older than the formation of
the A-leve!. But, as this conflicts with the bios
tratigraphical data (Rokoengen & Rønningsland
1982), the most reasonable explanation seems,
therefore, to be regression and progradation
after deposition of the horizontally bedded part
of the formation. Late Pliocene to Pleistocene
erosion is assumed to have removed these sedi-

ments from the landward area. From well data
they seem to be predominantly composed of
clay, but occasionally have sandy layers, shell
fragments and traces of pyrite (Rokoengen &
Rønningsland 1982).
The structure of the Late Pliocene foreset
build up is best illustrated on the N-S profile
section of Fig. 13. As earlier described for the
Miocene/Pliocene sediments, the sequences con
sist of several units where relatively steeply dip
ping reflectors terminate towards gently dipping
top reflectors, all with a predominantly north
westerly dip. The younger units onlap the older,
but are built up to a relatively higher leve!. The
sediment configuration seems to tit a fluvial del
taic progradational complex, with a rate of sedi
mentation that exceeds the subsidence ( Curtis
1970). Such a type of deltaic environment would
result in a seawards progradation with repeated
shifts of sites of individual subdeltas, and devel
op into a delta complex like that observed. This
should also indicate that the top reflectors ap
proximate earlier sea levels.
The tops of the individual delta units, that are
laterally displaced due to shifts of distributary
channels, seem often to be erosional, i.e. trunca
tion of the foreset layers by the top levels. This
may be largely due to some marine destruction
after its formation, suggesting considerable influ
ence by waves and currents on the delta forma
tion. Minor relative sea leve! fluctuations may
also be important, depending on both eustatic
and tectonic movements.

Quaternary erosion and deposition
The base Quaternary, leve/ B
The depth to the supposed base Quaternary has
been mapped (Fig. 14) using 1500 m/sec as sound
velocity both in water and sediments. For the
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Fig. 14.

Depth to base Quaternary (leve!

B)

from present sea leve!.

25

m contour interval.

1500 rnlsec

seismic velocity is applied in

both water and sediments.

Quaternary sediments found in the area this

presence of several deep channels, makes it

might be about correct for soft elay, while the
morainic material normally has sound velocity

probable that the B level has much more local

between 1500 and 2000 m/sec.
The B-level can be followed as a prominent

variations than shown on Fig. 14.
In the northwestern areas the depth to the
assumed base Quaternary increases rapidly to

reflector in the central parts of the Norwegian

more than 600 m. This surface should represent

Trench, and the depth increases gradually north

the Pre-Quaternary continental slope, but the

wards from about 375 m at 60°30'N to 475 m at

interpretation in this area is rather uncertain.

62N
° . The level can in some places be seen to

On the Måløy plateau the depth to the base

represent a slight angular unconforrnity and it

Quaternary increases rapidly westwards from

divides the well layered sediments below from

about 300 m to 4 25 m. This slope is formed by a

the more acoustic diffuse and till-like deposits

southeast-northwest trending erosional surface

above.

cutting into the Late Pliocene sediments

Also in the western slope of the Norwegian

15).

(Fig.

About 150 m of older sediments have been

Trench the level B is marked by an erosional

removed, and the profile shows at least three

unconforrnity between 300 and 4 00 m below the

similar levels indicating repeated later erosion.

present sea level. On theNorth Sea Plateau, the

Along the Norwegian coast, towards the cry

level is mostly deeper than the first multiple, and

stalline basement, there is considerable variation

therefore mostly hidden. This together with the

in the B-level, and several closed trough-)ike
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Fig. 15.

Sparker profile section showing the erosional contact
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hetween supposed Quaternary and Late Pliocene sediments off

Måløy.

depressions are found. The similarity between

along the steep erosional slope of the Måløy

the supposed base Quatemary and the present

Plateau where a thickness of about 175 m is

sea floor with channels and banks is striking.
The character of the erosional level B seems
best explained by glacial erosion. Both glacial

found. On the Måløy Plateau the thickness varies
between 75 and 150 m like just north of 62N
°
(Rokoengen 1980 ).

scouring in the till surface below soft clay in the

In the central parts of the Norwegian Trench

bottom of the Trench (Hovland 1980 ) and the

the thicknesses vary from about 25 to 100 m, but

erosional surfaces along the North Sea Plateau

in the western slope rapidly increase to more

and the Måløy Plateau indicate an ice movement

than 200 m along the edge of the plateau. To

along the Trench axis in a north to northwesterly

wards the southwest on the North Sea Plateau a

direction.

gradual decrease in thickness is indicated, but

Quaternary deposits
The thickness of Quatemary deposits has been

the interpretation in theNorwegian sector is rath
er uncertain due to the multiples. It seems, how
ever, to be supported from data in the British
sector (Skinner pers. comm. 1982).

mapped in millisec two-way travel time and pre

In the northwest towards 62N
°
the thickness

sented on Fig. 16. With a sound velocity of 2000

increases rapidly to more than 300 m (Figs. 5 and

m/sec, the thicknesses would correspond to the

16 ). The structure of these deposits indicates

real thickness in metres. More details about the

foreset units, as in the assumed Late Pliocene

Quatemary stratigraphy are given by Rokoengen

sediments just below. It seems possible that the

et al. (1982) and Rise and Rokoengen (in prep.).

sediment transport has continued through the

In the coastal areas with crystalline rocks the

Norwegian Trench in both Late Pliocene and

Quatemary thicknesses change very rapidly and

Early Pleistocene time and that rather complicat

no mapping has been attempted with the availa

ed sequences are deposited in the·northwestern

ble data coverage. Also in the areas just outside

areas. Most of the sediments probably represent

the basement rocks greater local variations than

a deltaic prograding development and consist of

indicated on the map may be found.

sandy clay and sand layers partly with lignite and

Generally, however, the thickness increases

shell debris (Rokoengen & Rønningsland 1982).

westwards from less than 25 m to 75 m and more.

The rest of the Quaternary sediments are

In several places 20-30 km west of the boundary

dominated by stiff silty clays with variable con

between crystalline and sedimentary rocks local

tent of sand, gravel and stones. Partly they repre

maxima are found. This is especially marked

sent tills, but more normal marine sediments are
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Fig. 16.

Thickness of Quaternary deposits. 25 millisec. contour interval (25 millisec

also found. Interbedded sand layers are also
common, especially on the North Sea Plateau. In
the Central Norwegian Trench area the till-like
material is covered by soft silty clay ranging from
less than 10 to about 50 m in thickness in the
study area (Rise and Rokoengen in prep.).

The depositional history
Outside the area of crystalline rocks along the
Norwegian Coast, sediments of Jurassic to Plio
cene age with a predominantly westerly dip are
found subcropping below an angular unconfor
mity represented by the level A. The Jurassic
sediments found in southeast show faulting and
folding even on the shallow seismic reCOl'ds. Ma
jor rifting phases of Jurassic time have been de
scribed from deeper structures in the North Sea

=

25 m with seismic velocity 2000 m/sec).

(Hamar et al. 1980, Day et al. 1980, Ziegler
1981, 1982 etc.).
Our data do not allow a detailed interpretation
of the sediments below the A level, but they
indicate a successive building out from the Nor
wegian mainland (Fig. 6) with several cycles of
erosion and new deposition. The most prominent
unconformity observed within these sequences
was shown on Fig. 8. This marks the start of
sediments with better developed layering and it
has tentatively been dated to base Miocene. The
sediments above that reflector are interpreted to
represent fluvial deltaic progradation. The del
taic sequences may often be distinguished as
abundant subunits, assigned to lateral shifting
within a distributary channel system during the
progradation. Tops of the individual subdeltas
often seem to be erosional, probably due to ma
rine abrasion.
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In Miocene and especially Early Pliocene time
the outbuilding from the Norwegian mainland
seems to have been great (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8)
with high rate of sediment transport. Therefore,
a more or less continuous and rapid progradation
westwards seems to have taken place in the
northeastern North Sea during this time (Fig.
17A).
Thereafter, a major relative lowering of the
sea leve! took place, causing a considerable ero
sion of the delta complexes and resulting in the
marked unconformity designated leve! A. The
erosion is especially marked in a depression
along the coast (Fig. 17B). The deposits resulting
from this erosion probably accumulated near the
mouth of the Trench or east from there, north of
the study area where we have no data available.
At present we can say that Pliocene sediments
seem to be found both below and above the A
leve!, and thus assign a tentative Mid-Pliocene
age to it. Future work might give a hetter dating
of leve! A and enable a correlation with global or
local sea leve! curves (Vail et al. 1976).
We consider the channel-like depression, re
presenting the A-leve! (Fig. 17B) and located
along the coast, to represent a precursor to the
present Norwegian Trench. Directly upon the
erosional surface a basal sandy unit is developed.
The observed thickness ranges between zero and
about 40 m, partly depending on topographic
variations. This deposit is thought to be fluvial to
marine, and may partly have been subjected to
marine erosion and reworking during the later
marine transgression across the surface.
The further transgression caused a gradual in
filling of the depression as shown by the well
layered sediments found above the basal sand.
Thsi period (Fig. 17C) is thought to represent a
period with relatively quiet marine sedimenta
tion in the Norwegian Trench area, while deltaic
sedimentation was restricted to areas dose to the
Norwegian coast.
The bottom of the depression (A-leve!) along
the coast is some 600 m below the present sea
leve!, indicating a corresponding post erosional
subsidence. We assume that both this relative
lowering and the subsequent rise in relative sea
leve! was considerably influenced by tectonic
movements. The present trend of the A-leve!
with an easterly/northeasterly dip is then ex
plained primarily by a maximum relative subsi
dence in northeast along the border to the crys
talline basement (Fig. 3), combined with en
hanced erosion in these parts. This subsidence is
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partly simultaneous and probably partly connect
ed with the deposition of deltaic fluvial sedi
ments out from the coast. At present only the
sediments off Måløy are well preserved (Fig. 12),
but it seems probable that similar deposition has
taken place more or less along the whole coast as
indicated on Fig. 17C.
It is natura! to see this tectonic movement in
connection with the long inferred Tertiary uplift
of Scandinavia (Holtedahl 1960, Gjessing 1967).
This uplift has partly been considered as a re
sponse to the beginning sea floor spreading in the
Norwegian Sea that started in Early Tertiary time
(Talwani & Eldholm 1972). The initiation of the
Tertiary uplift has been linked to Early Eocene
time (Egeberg 1977). The present work cannot
resolve the Early Tertiary tectonic movements
which may have been complex. It clearly shows,
however, that marked subsidence has taken
place as late as in Pliocene time. The movements
most probably have part!y followed N-S trending
lines. This is indicated by the morphology of
the A-leve!, the steep western boundary to
the crystalline rocks, and also the observation
of an approximately N-S trending relative posi
tive structure just west of 3°E, that seems to have
been active in Pliocene time. Furthermore, fault
movements in the border zone and within the
basement area may have been active (Rønnevik
et al. 1975, Egeberg 1977, Gabrielsen & Ram
berg 1979). Reactivation of N-S trending faults in
the basement area also seems reasonable during
late Cenozoic, due to the location between the
Fennoscandian shield subjected to considerable
uplift (possibly of the order of 2000 m, Egeberg
1977), and the more central North Sea mainly
subjected to subsidence. As no clear tectonic
disturbance is seen in the Late Pliocene sedi
ments on the sparker records (Figs. 2, 3, 4 and
12), the movements seem to have taken place in
the basement area.
In this connection it should also be noticed
that an increased rate of subsidence was found in
the North Sea during Cenozoic time, which may
have involved lateral displacement of ductile
lower crustal material (Clarke 1973). The Early
Pliocene turn in direction of progradation to
wards northwest is also thought to be related to a
relatively high subsidence in the Norwegian
Trench area. The extensive MioceneÆarly Plio
cene progradation may also be considered as a
response to an important phase of uplift within
Fennoscandia just before and possibly during this
time.
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Again a marked lowering of the relative sea
level seems to have occurred, resulting in forma
tion of the assumed Late Pliocene deltaic sedi
ments in the mouth of the Norwegian Trench.
The direction of progradation was north
westwards, probably with transport mainly from
the Norwegian mainland via the Norwegian
Trench (Fig. 17D).
The northwesterly progradation in the mouth
of the Trench seems also to have continued into
the Quatemary including the foreset units sug
gested to be of Early Pleistocene age (Figs. 5 &
13). The Pliocene/Pleistocene boundary is, how
ever, rather complicated to define in this area
(Rokoengen & Rønningsland 1982).
The ages of the sediment accumulations de
scribed may suggest that the extensive valley sys
tem formed in Fennoscandia as a result of
the Tertiary uplift and relief was established be
fore the end of Pliocene, possibly as a rejuvena
tion of much older drainage systems. The sedi
ment transport from Scandinavia to the continen
tal shelf connected with the Tertiary uplift
should therefore be mainly due to a fluvial trans
port before the Quatemary glaciations. Such
ideas were also put forward by Roaldset (1978)
who claimed that the Quatemary glaciations
have simply modified an already existing Tertiary
fluvial valley system without very substantial ero
sion of completely unweathered crystalline
rocks. This is also supported by geochemical
studies of Quatemary sediments in Norway, sug
gesting that the material to a large extent has
been subjected to pre-Quatemary weathering or
deep weathering (Rosenqvist 1975, Roaldset
1978). In several overdeepened areas (fjords and
lakes) it is, however, evident that the glacial
erosion has been very intensive.
The top of the youngest Pliocene delta units is
situated some 450 m below present sea level (Fig.
13), indicating a corresponding relative sea level
rise in the northem central Trench area. This
seems not unreasonable in comparison with Qua
temary subsidence reported in the North Sea
area (Clarke 1973, Milling 1975, Eden et al.
1978, Dekko & Rokoengen 1978, Rokoengen et
al. 1982). Though eustatic sea level rise due to
metting of ice caps has probably contributed to
this, it seems obvious that processes within the
deeper parts of the crust are of main importance.
During Quatemary time glacial erosion prob
ably took place several times in the study area.
Each successive erosion seems more or less to
have removed the preceding glacial deposits. In
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the central Trench area it is thus possible that the
B-level represents a hiatus from Late Pliocene to
Late Weichselian (the last glaciation) (Figs. 3
and 4). Older Quatemary sediments were depos
ited and are probably preserved at the mouth of
the Trench (Figs. 2, 5 and 13), resulting in a
considerable Quatemary outbuilding of the Con
tinental edge at the mouth of the Norwegian
Trench (Fig. 14).
The most prominent glacial erosion can be
seen as erosion surfaces along both the North
Sea Plateau and the Måløy Plateau and as over
deepened depressions several places along the
coast (Fig. 14). This erosion we believe may be
older than the Weichselian. The ice movements
and erosion in the Norwegian Trench have been
extensively discussed (Maisey 1971, Sellevoll &
Sundvor 1974, Holtedahl & Bjerkli 1975). The
ice movement in the coastal areas of Norway in a
more or less E-W direction is well documented
(Holtedahl & Andersen 1960). Our interpreta
tion of the ice movements in the Trench area
during the maximum Quatemary glaciation is
summarized in Fig. 17E. lee and more concen
trated ice streams coming out from western Nor
way were bent and' moved in a northwesterly
direction. The main erosion along the coast is
seen on the map showing depth to the base Qua
temary (Fig. 14) showing northwest-southeast
running closed depressions. In nearly the same
areas overdeepenings are found also in the pre
sent sea bed topography.
The above interpretations suggest that the for
mation of the Norwegian Trench between
60°30'N and 62°N was initiated by tectonic move
ments or differential subsidence combined with
fluvial erosion, in Mid/Late Pliocene time. Dur
. ing the Quatemary, the Norwegian Trench was
modified by glacial erosion and deposition,
which accentuated the channel-like morphology.
In the Skagerrak area (Fig. l) the glacial erosion
removed all the Late Pliocene sediments and
formed a marked overdeepening. In the study
area between Bergen and Måløy, however, the
glacial erosion has been much less extensive than
supposed previously, and Late Pliocene sedi
ments are preserved in most of the area above
the angular unconformity (level A).
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